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Living in Frozen LandsLiving in Frozen LandsLiving in Frozen LandsLiving in Frozen LandsLiving in Frozen LandsLiving in Frozen LandsLiving in Frozen LandsLiving in Frozen Lands

What’s it like in the coldest places on earth?

How do people survive?

Teacher’s Page

If you look at a globe you’ll find the ArcticArcticArcticArctic.

This map shows you 
the ice in the Arctic. 
It’s called the ice capice capice capice cap.

In the summer, the ice 
cap shrinks. In the 
winter it freezes again.

What kind of a place 
do you think it is?
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GreenlandGreenlandGreenlandGreenland is an island in the Arctic 
and most of it is covered by ice.

Greenland is in the Arctic CircleArctic CircleArctic CircleArctic Circle.
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You may have heard of the 
Arctic CircleArctic CircleArctic CircleArctic Circle but do you know 
what it is?

The Arctic Circle is an imaginary circle around the 
North PoleNorth PoleNorth PoleNorth Pole. In the middle, it’s a frozen Arctic OceanArctic OceanArctic OceanArctic Ocean. 
Around the edge is an area called the tundrathe tundrathe tundrathe tundra.
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You probably know quite a lot about hot, sandy 
desertsdesertsdesertsdeserts but did you know that there are actually 
twotwotwotwo kinds of desert? There are hothothothot deserts and 
there are coldcoldcoldcold deserts.

Cold deserts are found 
close to the North and 
South Poles. The area 
between the North Pole 
ice cap and the forest is 
called the tundrathe tundrathe tundrathe tundra. 

The tundra is a cold desert. It’s frozen solid and 
covered by snow from September until May.
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In summer, the top few 
centimetres of snow melts 
but, under the surface the 
soil stays permanently 
frozen. It stops water 
draining away through the 
soil and so, in summer, 
there are lots of lakes and 
streams on the surface 
where the snow has 
melted. They’re not very 
deep.
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No trees can grow there but some other plants No trees can grow there but some other plants No trees can grow there but some other plants No trees can grow there but some other plants 
do grow in summer. For the rest of the year do grow in summer. For the rest of the year do grow in summer. For the rest of the year do grow in summer. For the rest of the year 
everything freezes and nothing can grow.everything freezes and nothing can grow.everything freezes and nothing can grow.everything freezes and nothing can grow.
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There are many animals that live in the Arctic 
tundra. All of them have thick fur or hairy coats to 
keep out the cold. Here are some of them.

polar bear

caribou

Arctic fox

Arctic hare

Musk ox

Can you 
name 
them?
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At the opposite end of 
your globe you’ll find the 
AntarcticAntarcticAntarcticAntarctic. It’s often called 
AntarcticaAntarcticaAntarcticaAntarctica.

Most of the Antarctic is 
covered by a thick sheet 
of ice with only a few 
rocky mountain ranges 
breaking through the ice.Sa
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Antarctica is very different from the Arctic but 
both have the harshest climate in the world.

Both are very cold places. 
Both the Arctic and the 
Antarctic have a time in the 
summer when the sun never 
sets so it’s always light. 

They also have a time in 
the winter when it’s 
always dark because the 
sun never rises.
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The Arctic and Antarctica  have short summers 
and long, freezing  winters which can last for 8 or 
9 months. In summer, the Arctic is still cold 
because the sun is too low in the sky to give much 
warmth. But, in the long daylight hours, the snow 
melts from the tundra, flowers bloom and insects 
fill the air.

Antarctica is different 
because, even in the 
middle of summer, 
Antarctica is too cold 
for the ice to melt.
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AntarcticaAntarcticaAntarcticaAntarctica stays frozen all year round. As the 
winter begins it gets very, very cold and the seas 
freeze over.

This is a huge 
wall of ice 
called an 
icebergicebergicebergiceberg that 
has broken 
away from 
the land and 
been carried out to sea.
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The Arctic is an icy ocean. The Arctic is an icy ocean. The Arctic is an icy ocean. The Arctic is an icy ocean. 
The Arctic seas are covered by drifting The Arctic seas are covered by drifting The Arctic seas are covered by drifting The Arctic seas are covered by drifting 
sheets of ice called sheets of ice called sheets of ice called sheets of ice called ice floesice floesice floesice floes. The ice . The ice . The ice . The ice 
floes can be as much as 2 metres thick.floes can be as much as 2 metres thick.floes can be as much as 2 metres thick.floes can be as much as 2 metres thick.
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In AntarcticaAntarcticaAntarcticaAntarctica the 
ice that covers the 
land is almost 
2000 metres thick2000 metres thick2000 metres thick2000 metres thick
in places – much, 
much thicker than 
the ice in the 
Arctic.

Antarctica is the coldest and the windiest place in 
the world. It is too cold for animals to survive on 
land, except for a few tiny insects and spiders.
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The only things that can 
grow in Antarctica are 
mosses, lichens and land 
algae but even those can’t 
provide enough food for 
any land animals.

All other animals rely on food from the sea and 
are found only around the the coasts and on the 
islands around Antarctica. These include seals, 
penguins, whales and visiting birds like the 
albatross, the Arctic skua and the petrel.
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The ArcticThe ArcticThe ArcticThe Arctic

AntarcticaAntarcticaAntarcticaAntarctica

How do people How do people How do people How do people 
survive in these survive in these survive in these survive in these 
very cold places?very cold places?very cold places?very cold places?
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When people talk of the ArcticArcticArcticArctic and Antarctica Antarctica Antarctica Antarctica 
together, they call them the polar regionspolar regionspolar regionspolar regions. That 
means they are talking about the North PoleNorth PoleNorth PoleNorth Pole and 
the South PoleSouth PoleSouth PoleSouth Pole. The Arctic is at the North Pole 
and Antarctica is at the South Pole.

The polar regions are the coldest 
places on earth. It can get so 
cold that, out in the howling 
wind, skin begins to freeze, 
plastic shrinks and hot drinks 
cool and freeze over while people 
are still drinking them! 
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This map shows 
you the main 
groups of 
people who live 
in the Arctic 
today. 

Can you find the lands of the InuitInuitInuitInuit, the SamoyedSamoyedSamoyedSamoyed, 
the YakutYakutYakutYakut, the ChukchiChukchiChukchiChukchi, the SaamiSaamiSaamiSaami and the NenetNenetNenetNenets?
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Inspite of the harsh conditions, 
people have lived in the Arctic 
for thousands of years.

The word ‘Inuit’ means ‘the people’.

This is an InuitInuitInuitInuit family 
from Greenland. 
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The Inuit people have to wrap up 
warm because of the freezing, cold 
weather. In the past they made warm 
clothes from animal skins and fur but 
now, they also wear modern clothes 
made of fabrics.

They wear lots 
of layers of 
clothing to keep 
them warm.
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For thousands 
of years the 
Inuit have 
hunted for food. 

This hunter is wearing traditional Inuit clothes 
made from animal skin and fur. The clothing will 
keep him warm while he’s out hunting with his 
dogs. The hunters hunt animals like caribou, polar 
bear and seals.
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This is an Inuit 
hunter with his 
sledge and team of 
dogs. The dogs are 
Alaskan Malamutes.

He is hunting in the 
traditional way with dogs.
Now the Inuit use their 
sledges and dog teams 
mostly for fun or to take 
tourists for rides. 
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Now most Inuit hunt 
with skidoos or four 
wheel drives.

Do you know what this is?
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An iglooiglooiglooigloo is a house made from blocks 
of hard packed snow. Igloos are made 
by people who live in very cold places and are 
used as shelters 
when they go 
out hunting 
in the winter.
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Can you work 
out how to build 
an igloo?
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Inuit also cut holes in 
the ice to catch fish.
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In the summer 
it’s still cold 
but the snow 
melts in the 
tundra. 
This is a 
summer 
hunting camp.

In summer the Inuit people who still hunt, use 
tents that are made from walrus or seal hide.
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This tent has been put up This tent has been put up This tent has been put up This tent has been put up 
over the ice. A hole has over the ice. A hole has over the ice. A hole has over the ice. A hole has 
been cut through the ice been cut through the ice been cut through the ice been cut through the ice 
inside the tent to allow inside the tent to allow inside the tent to allow inside the tent to allow 
the Inuit to carry on the Inuit to carry on the Inuit to carry on the Inuit to carry on 
fishing and stay sheltered.fishing and stay sheltered.fishing and stay sheltered.fishing and stay sheltered.
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Antarctica is not a place where 
people have ever chosen to make 
a home. Can you guess why?

Scientists from many different countries live for 
short periods at research bases in Antarctica. 
They are there to find out more about the 
weather, the land and about anything that might 
struggle to live there. Most of the scientists visit in 
the summer when it’s not quite so cold!
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This is the research station where the scientists stay.
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There are flags of 
many different 
countries around 
the research station. 

Everything the 
scientists need is 
flown to them by 
plane – if the 
weather isn’t too 
bad!
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